LUBRICANTS FOR FleetS
Driving Your Profitability

Helping you take your fleet

beyond today’s standards
Your trucks travel a long, hard road. In hot conditions,
it’s hours of scorching heat and dust. In cold weather,
freezing rain, snow and ice. Stop-and-go traffic year round.
You need exceptional lubricants, designed to perform in
all weather conditions, to keep your vehicles on the road
instead of in the shop.

Formulated for the toughest
working conditions.
Our lubricants meet or exceed truck manufacturers’
specifications and your customers’ quality standards.
We are the first lubricants company in the world to achieve
ISO/TS 16949. We are also ISO 9001 registered, and with
our ISO 14001 registration, we share the same growing
commitment to the environment as you do. Many of the
world’s leading auto manufacturers rely on Petro-Canada
Lubricants for their equipment’s first fill or service fill
requirements.
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It starts with our products.
When you choose Petro-Canada, you’re gaining more than
30 years of experience in producing exceptional performing
lubricants that save customers money. We use the
HT purity process to produce 99.9% pure,
crystal-clear base oils – among the purest
in the world. Why is this important?
Base oil quality plays a major role in
dispersing the engine soot that can
cause damaging wear to pistons, rings,
liners, and bearings. Furthermore, purer
base oil ensures additives can perform
as they’re meant to. And the absence of
impurities in our base oils means they
are virtually non-toxic and biodegrade
faster than solvent refined lubricants.

It continues with our solutions.
We’re known for exceptional service. We’re known for our
industry expertise. But best of all, we’re known for our
cost-saving solutions. We’re here to help you improve the
productivity of your fleet. Our sales and technical support
teams know the trucking industry. We’re well equipped
to deliver timely, on-site solutions. Solutions that extend
vehicle uptime, reduce maintenance costs, and provide you
with the highest possible return on the investment you’ve
made in your fleet. We call it “Tangible Savings Solutions.”
What else can we do? We can assist you with lubrication
consolidation and cost-saving models. All with a simple goal
in mind: to help you keep your fleet operation running at
maximum efficiency. With Petro-Canada Lubricants, you get
the solutions that go beyond today’s standards. Ask for our
testimonial series, and see how companies like yours have
saved money with our advanced lubricants.
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HEAVY DUTY ENGINE OILS
protect your engines. increase reliability. extend drain intervals. SAVE MONEY.
DURON-E is formulated from one of the purest base oils
in the world; the result of the HT purity process to produce
99.9% pure base oils. That purity helps maximize the
effectiveness of the oil’s soot controlling formulation, even
under the toughest operating conditions and extended drain
intervals.** The result is fewer deposits, less wear and longer
lasting protection over the long haul. And that keeps your
entire fleet working longer under tougher conditions while
reducing your maintenance costs.

FIGHT SOOT. SAVE MONEY.
IT’S PROVEN. The advanced soot control of DURON -E
ensures you get a lot more out of your engines. Minimizing
engine wear is critical to reducing downtime and extending
engine life. By controlling soot, DURON-E provides advanced
defence against wear. It has been specially formulated to
disperse up to 2.2x* more soot than the industry standard –
clearly, the leader in soot control.
TM

* Based on Mack T-11 test data for DURON-E Synthetic 10W-40.
** Extending drain intervals should always be undertaken in conjunction
		with a regular oil analysis program.
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DURON-E provides industry leading defence against the costly
effects of soot – which can range from increased engine wear
to lower productivity and reduced fuel economy. These API CJ-4
licensed oils have been specifically formulated to disperse up
to 2.2x more soot than the industry standard – clearly, the
leader in soot control. The original DURON line provides sootfighting performance and potential savings for older engines
requiring an API CI-4 licensed oil.
Specially formulated from the most advanced base oils plus
specialty additives, DURON retains its soot controlling and fresh
oil properties longer. That means you get cleaner engines, less
top-ups and you can extend your drain intervals safely – without
the risk of increased engine wear and sluggish performance.
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DURON-E provides superior performance and protection in all weather conditions. It consistently outperforms the competition by demonstrating exceptional performance in both high and low temperatures.
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This oil delivers industry leading soot control while providing
the ultimate in engine protection and all-weather performance.
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DURON-E Synthetic 5W-40
Offers advanced soot control and is designed to handle even
the harshest cold conditions. DURON-E Synthetic 5W-40
delivers excellent cold start-up performance, reduced viscous
drag to ensure excellent engine protection, and optimal engine
efficiency mile after mile under the harshest conditions.

DURON-E Synthetic 0W-40
Formulated to perform in the harshest cold temperatures,
DURON-E Synthetic 0W-40 provides advanced soot control that
aids in delivering faster cold start-ups and exceptional coldpumping abilities – minimizing engine stress and wear. It will
provide protection in conditions as cold as -40°C/-40°F.
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TAN (D664)/TBN (D4739)
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HEAVY DUTY ENGINE OILS
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DURON-E XL 15W-40

HAULING 40,000
LBS CUMMINS
Fuel Economy
Product
LineISX EGR

This synthetic blend product combines synthetic and
ultra-pure HT base oils with high-performance additives.
DURON-E XL provides exceptional soot control and
all-weather performance. Outstanding shear stability and
excellent low temperature pumpability provide comprehensive
protection to vital engine parts under harsh conditions and
extended drain intervals. This can help prolong engine life,
reduce downtime and lower maintenance costs.

DURON-E UHP 5W-30
DURON-E UHP 5W-30 is an Ultra High Performance Diesel
engine oil formulated with synthetic base oils and high
performance additives designed with advanced soot controlling
capabilities to deliver up
to 2x* better wear protection and
OEM STD DRAIN INTERVAL
56,000 KM / 35,000 Mi
4% better fuel economy. This can help prolong engine life,
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DURON-E XL 10W-30

DURON-E 15W-40 delivers advanced soot control and
all-weather protection. It provides reliability by offering an
excellent balance between cold temperature performance
and outstanding shear stability to hold up in high
temperatures. This helps to minimize engine wear and
significantly reduce oil consumption. And that means you
can operate more efficiently with less downtime – which
saves you money.

High performance, low temperature formulation that offers
advanced soot controlling properties. This oil can help you
increase fuel economy by up to 3.2%*** – while continuing to
protect your engine.

* Based on results from the Daimler OM 646 LA industry recognized test.
** Fuel economy results are based on the generally accepted and industry recognized SAE J1321
Type II fuel consumption test. Comparison of fuel economy is relative to DURON-E 15W-40,
and in combination with TRAXON Synthetic 75W-90 (relative to a TRAXON 85W-140) gear oil.
Actual results are dependent on external factors including, but not limited to: driving terrain,
weather conditions, tire pressure and severity of operating conditions.

*** Compared to DURON-E 15W-40; results obtained from VOLVO D12D test and in 		
		
combination with 75W-90 gear oil (vs. 85W-140 gear oil).
† 	Results based on used oil analysis data from a large on-highway fleet in Cummins ISX
EGR engine. Results are not guaranteed and can vary due to many factors including, but
not limited to: equipment make, model, age and condition; maintenance practices; driver
behaviour; load and operating conditions.
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DURON-E 10W-30
Field proven to deliver the same advanced soot control and
engine protection as DURON-E 15W-40. DURON-E 10W-30
can help reduce operating costs by improving fuel economy by
up to 3.2%***.

The NOACK Volatility Test is a simulated measure of evaporation
loss of oil in high temperature service. Low volatility means less
need for oil top-ups, better retention of its original formulation,
and less fouling of components in the emissions system.

VOLATILITY BY NOACK
% WEIGHT LOSS (D5800)

% WEIGHT LOSS (D5800)
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15W-40
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DURON GEO LD 15W-40 is among the best for NOACK volatility.

CNG/LNG ENGINE OILS
The proven technology of DURON GEO LD 15W-40 can extend your
drain intervals* up to 1,200 hours, while maintaining exceptional
engine protection and stay-in-grade capability. This means more
time on the road and less costly downtime, keeping your investment
well protected and your fleet running efficiently.

DURON GEO LD 15W-40
Advanced Engine Protection
Specially formulated for the high combustion temperatures
in today’s Compressed Natural Gas/Liquefied Natural Gas
(CNG/LNG) mobile engines, the proven performance technology
in DURON GEO LD 15W-40 provides exceptional engine
protection and stay-in-grade capability, helping to maintain
the power and fuel economy of “like new” performance longer.

CNG/LNG Engine Oil Drain Intervals
1400

Standard Oil Drain Interval**

1200

Extended Oil Drain Interval***
Added Value
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Extended Drain Intervals —
up to 1,200 hours*

0

COMPETITOR CNG/LNG 15W-40

* E xtending drain intervals should always be undertaken in conjunction with a
regular oil analysis program.
** ODI based on Cummins Westport ISL 9G.
*** With used oil analysis program and following OEM recommendations.

SHEAR STABILITY

HTHS @ 150°C after 90-cycle KO Shear test (D7109)

Cummins and Detroit Diesel Approved

4.1

cSt @ 100°C (D4683)

*	Extending drain intervals should always be undertaken in conjunction with a regular oil analysis program.
Refer to owner’s manual or operations and maintenance manual for complete information.

DURON GEO LD 15W-40

DURON GEO LD 15W-40 –
specially formulated to meet and exceed
the highest OEM standards

DURON GEO LD 15W-40 retains its fresh oil properties longer,
making it possible to extend drain intervals safely up to 1,200
hours without risk of increased engine wear and sluggish
performance.

DURON GEO LD 15W-40 has earned Cummins CES 20074
and Detroit Diesel DD 93K216 approvals. Go with confidence
knowing your warranties are as well protected as your engines.

COMPETITOR CNG/LNG 15W-40
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Gear Oils
Petro-Canada’s TRAXON is your best choice for a premium
multigrade line of gear oils. TRAXON gear oils are specially
formulated to provide excellent shear stability and longer oil
life for exceptional long-lasting protection to help you extend
equipment life and reduce downtime and maintenance costs.
TM

TRAXON
Formulated to provide exceptional long-lasting wear
protection, these multigrade gear oils extend equipment
life and reduce downtime and maintenance costs.

TRAXON E Synthetic
A premium line of synthetic lubricants formulated for
customers who need to maintain an Eaton/Roadranger
“extended warranty.”

TRAXON Synthetic 75W-90
A year-round full synthetic gear oil formulated to provide
extended drain capabilities and outstanding temperature
protection in extreme cold weather conditions.

TRAXON XL Synthetic Blend
These multigrade gear oils deliver excellent low temperature
protection, better shear stability and longer oil life for
exceptional long-lasting protection.
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Your Ultimate Protection Plan.

Hydraulic Fluids
Petro-Canada’s HYDREX lasts up to 3 times longer and
offers up to 2 times better wear protection than the leading
hydraulic oil brand.† HYDREX means more uptime, increased
productivity and better energy efficiencies.†† Its long life
helps extend drain intervals for reduced change-out costs.
Its strong oxidative stability helps minimize harmful sludge
build-up that can lead to wear and shortened filter life.
By protecting your equipment with HYDREX, you can help
reduce maintenance and mechanical failure, and prolong
your equipment life.
TM

Here’s why we’re outstanding.

Typical
Hydraulic
Fluid*

Leading
Global
Competitor

Oxidation Life Comparison
(ASTM D943 test)

HYDREX helps keep your
operation running smoothly.
† Measured against the number one selling North American hydraulic oil brand.
†† 	Energy efficiencies apply to multigrades only.

Oxidative stability is a key measure of your hydraulic oil’s ability to retain
the protective properties it had as “fresh oil” and its ability to last
longer. HYDREX resists oxidative attack better than the leading global
hydraulic oil brand.
* Average of 7 products made with Group I Base Stock
‡ Hours to Acid Number of 2.0 (Test ASTM D943 does not typically involve
fluid filtering, however these samples were exposed to similar conditions
as test ASTM D4310, which determines sludging, and corrosion
tendencies of oils.)
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GREASES
PRECISION

TM

A premium line of multi-application greases specially
formulated for advanced protection.

Better long-life protection.
PRECISION greases can last up to 3 times longer than
other brands (ASTM D-3527), and stay in place even under
the most challenging operating conditions.

Better water washout protection.
PRECISION greases can provide high performance that
has been demonstrated over leading competitors’ premium
multi-application products. High water washout resistance
means less re-greasing and maintenance.

Better extreme pressure protection.
P RECISION greases are ideally suited for the demands
of highway, off-road and farm vehicles, running under the
toughest conditions.
Most PRECISION and PEERLESS™ greases meet the NLGI’s
GC-LB rating for wheel bearing and chassis lubrication and are
ideal for applications in a wide range of trucking equipment.
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Advanced Science for Advanced
Protection and Performance.

Automatic Transmission Fluids
Petro-Canada’s ATFs represent a careful balance of
properties needed to meet the requirements of automatic
transmissions. Petro-Canada’s ATFs excel in oxidation
stability, low-temperature fluidity and wear protection to
deliver the performance you require and the increased
productivity you want.

Petro-Canada also offers automatic transmission fluids for
DEXRON®-VI and ATF+4®applications.
Petro-Canada HD Synthetic Blend ATF is the preferred fluid
during the base and extended warranty period for the Voith
Turbo DIWA®transmission in North America.

Petro-Canada Heavy Duty
Synthetic Blend ATF
Specifically formulated for commercial and heavy
duty applications. Suitable for use in heavy duty
fleets for up to 80,000 km (50,000 miles) in severe
service and 160,000 km (100,000 miles) in normal
service. Approved for: Voith (Voith G1363) and ZF
(ZF TE-ML.14.B) extended drain applications, Allison C-4,
and MERCON®-V. Suitable for use where Allison TES-295
or Caterpillar TO-2 is recommended. May also be used
in automatic transmissions where a fluid meeting the
former DEXRON®IIIH, -IIIG, -IIE, or -II specification was
recommended. GM recommends the use of DEXRON®-VI
for all GM automatic transmissions.
DEXRON® is a registered trademark of General Motors Corporation.
MERCON® is a registered trademark of Ford Motor Company.
ATF+4® is a registered trademark of Chrysler LLC.
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Our No-Nonsense Lubricants Warranty
“Petro-Canada will repair damaged equipment, or replace damaged
equipment parts resulting from a failure due to defects of the
Petro-Canada lubricant, as long as the lubricant is used in accordance
with your equipment manufacturer’s and our recommendations.”

It’s more than just a warranty. It’s a commitment.

To place an order, please call a Customer Order Management
Representative at:
Canada

(English)............................
(French).............................
United States...................................
Latin America...................................
Europe.............................................
Asia.................................................
China...............................................

Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone

1-800-268-5850
1-800-576-1686
1-877-730-2369
+1-416-730-2369
+1-416-730-2389
+1-416-730-2372
+86 (21) 6362-0066

You can also e-mail us at lubecsr@suncor.com
To learn more about how Petro-Canada lubricants, specialty fluids, oils
and greases can help maximize your equipment performance, savings
and productivity, please contact us at:
North America..................................
Europe.............................................
Germany..........................................
Latin America...................................
Asia.................................................
China...............................................
E-mail..............................................

Phone 1-866-335-3369
Phone +44 (0) 121-781-7264
Phone +49 (0) 201-726-2913
Phone +1-416-730-2369
Phone +1-416-730-2372
Phone +86 (21) 6362-0066
sales@suncor.com

Visit us on the web at lubricants.petro-canada.com
SuperPass is the only card your fleet needs to access Canada’s largest gasoline and diesel network.
TM

SuperPass is Canada’s premier fuel management program. Fleets of all sizes depend
on its sophisticated online management and security features to help reduce business
costs. Over 1,500 Petro-Canada retail stations and 240 Petro-Pass™ sites across
Canada, and more than 1,000 U.S. truck stops welcome the SuperPass Card.

Petro-Canada is a Suncor Energy business
Trademark of Suncor Energy Inc. Used under licence.

TM
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Find out more. Call 1-800-668-0220 or visit www.SuperPassOnline.com

